
Muffin Tin Game: After you and
your kids boil eggs, design them,
and make the Easter eggs, now
you can place them in muffin tins
as tools to hide a small doggie
treat in each. Place dog treat and
than egg over top, let your dog
search which ones have treats in
the tin and which ones don't! Can
use tennis balls instead of eggs
(much preferred by many)   

There has been no longer lock down
then this winter one. I don't know
about you but this one takes the
cake. Speaking of cake, who wants
fun Easter doggie treat recipes and
fun games to play indoors to keep
your dog stimulated. All dogs love
stimulation, from dog walks where
they have a million new scents, to
exploring a forest and chasing
squirrels to playing in door games
like hide & go seek among other fun
games. This edition has you covered
when it comes to ideas! 
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Treasure Hunt: Place one of your

dogs most cherished treats sure to

get their attention somewhere in

the room, say "Go find it" and

teach them how to 'seek' letting

your dog find the easy to find treat,

what a boost of confidence when

they find it! 

Cups: Get 3 identical cups and hide

a treat in only one of them where

your dog can see, then begin

mixing the cups around until finally

you stop. Once your dog sniffs a

cup (that's their choice) you lift cup

and show if the treat is there or not,

if it's there, they win the treat! 

Recipe for Easter Egg Dog

Treats: 
1.Add the peanut butter and

coconut oil to a microwave safe

bowl. Microwave for 60 seconds

or until completely melted.

2. Remove from microwave and

stir really well - proceed to pour

full batter into the egg mold cups

3. Leave in fridge for approx 2

hours to harden.

 



 
"Its a pandemic, don't you think you

this is a bad time to rescue
international dogs!?"

We have heard it before, we will continue to hear it on the rare occasion and we have
the same answer every time. There is never a bad time to rescue a dog from dying or
harm. If anything, now more than ever is the best time, now while they are victims of
our travel bans, while they are continuing to grow in numbers on the streets, getting

hit by cars, losing limps and having babies that die at birth, all real true stories of some
of the dogs we have recently brought in. While we understand many people are

financially strained during this time, there are also just as many who are still working,
from home, are able to foster or adopt, and take a dog from starving and scared on
the street, to safe and thriving in their home. This goes across the borders and local

rescues. We don't ever think it's not a good time to rescue a dog in need. 

Coni lived in a home where she was being
attacked constantly by the bigger dogs.

Eventually escaping her home she was on the
streets where she got attacked so badly by a

dog, she ended up unable to walk for days and
upon discovery, was sent for rescue! 

Matias was found by a lady who works
at a street market. At that time, Matias
was full of wounds that suggest that he

had been stabbed, so the lady took
him to her home. After she took care
of him, the lady asked for help to the

rescue because she couldn’t have
Matias with her.


